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Abstract: Data Fraud is a criminal activity done by at least one person who intentionally acts secretly to deprive other people of something of value, for their own benefit, i.e. profit or prestige. Data Fraud happened and still happens everywhere in all centuries and in all fields of activities of human mankind: Business, economics, politics, science, health care, religious communities etc. Data fraud is extensionally characterized by four fields: Data scout, plagiarism, manipulation and fabrication. Data scout is spying out data like NSA and others secret services in GB, Russia etc. globally are doing. Data Plagiarism suppresses referring to the source or provenance of data used by the deceiver. Data Manipulation takes existing data and manipulates (“fine-tuning”) the content encapsulated in tables, diagrams or (historical) pictures where mostly numbers of all data types are manipulated. Finally, Data Fabrication generates artificial data in a brute force way thereby avoiding expensive data recording, time-consuming observations or running statistically well-planned experiments. There is no and will be no omnibus test available to detect data fraud of all kinds. However, a bundle of techniques is available like substring and metadata matching, probability / frequency distribution dependent methods, Benford’s Law, multivariate inliers and outlier tests as well as tests of conformity between a given data set and a fully specified model. The main objective is to give hints to data fraud betrayers with low rates of false positives and negative cases. Some famous historical and actual cases and a bundle of useful tests are presented.
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